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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by Battelle Memorial Institute, 
Columbus Laboratories for the U.  S.  Army Natick Laboratories 
under Contract No.   DAAG17-68-C-0138.    The study covered by 
this report was carried out over the period May through September 
1968 and is the first of two phases specified by that contract.    Mr. 
C.   W.  Davis served as project monitor. 

This study uses work done under Contract No.  DA19-129- 
AMC-1005(N) as a basis.    Work under that contract was reported 
in "A Study of Ballistic Protective,  Chemical,  and Physical 
Properties of 200 M-l Helmets and 200 Helmet Blanks"— Battelle 
Memorial Institute, July 28,  1967. 

The authors would like to express their appreciation to Mr. 
Davis and his colleagues at Natick Laboratories for their guidance 
and significant contributions on this study. 
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ABSTRACT 

Data obtained on a previous study of M-I helmets were analyzed 
to provide the basis for implementation of thickness as the inspection 
parameter for helmet protection.   A strong, linear relationship 
between ballistic limit (the current inspection parameter) and thickness 
was found.    This relationship serves as the justification for the recom- 
mended change in inspection procedure.   An inspection-by-attributes 
plan is recommended for use with the thickness inspection. 
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to 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.  S. Army Natick Laboratories 

October 18,  1968 

INTRODUCTION 

During the period from June,  1966, through July,   1967, the 
U. S. Army Natick Laboratories sponsored at Battelle a study of the 
influence of various parameters on the ballistic resistance of M-1 
helmets*.    The details and results of that study are contained in our 
Summary Report,  "A Study of Ballistic Protective, Chemical, and 
Physical Properties of 200 M-1 Helmets and 200 Helmet Blanks", 
dated July 28,   1967.    The broad objective of that program was to eval- 
uate the potential for replacing the current ballistic limit criterion for 
helmet acceptability with a simpler, less expensive, and preferably 
nondestructive method of inspection.   It is the purpose of the current 
study to translate the findings of the initial study into the design of a 
usable inspection system. 

Reviewing briefly, the initial study involved a detailed investiga- 
tion of 200 sets of helmets and helmet blanks; each helmet and helmet 
blank set represented one heat-treatment lot.    The following data were 
obtained: 

On each helmet blank - 

•   Ballistic limit (Vp50) for T-37,  . 22 Caliber fragment 
simulators. #* 

♦Contract No. DA19-129-AMC-1005 (N). 
♦•The fragment simulators are described in Military Specification MIL-P-46593A. 



• Average thickness. 

• Average hardness. 

• Chemical composition. 

• Tensile stress-strain properties in directions parallel 
and transverse to the rolling direction. 

On each helmet - 

• Thickness of each of 96 locations in the helmet. 

• Hardness of each of 96 locations in the helmet. 

• Metallographie analysis of the rim area of each helmet. 

e   Ballistic data as follows (T-37,  .22 Cal. fragments 
simulators were used):   On the average, 42 rounds 
were fired into each helmet.    The data obtained were: 
location of point of impact,  impact velocity,  and a 
notation of whether or not the fragment simulator 
penetrated.    These data were used to compute V-SO's 
for the entire helmet and for selected portions of the 
helmet. 

In addition, deformation patterns in formed helmets were studied. 

The data were analyzed to find relationships among the various 
parameters.    Particular emphasis was placed on finding relationships 
between each of the parameters (including Vp50 of the blanks) and a 
Vp50 of the >,elmet.   In this regard, various Vp50!s were calculated for 
each helmet, viz., a Vp50 for the whole helmet, for the top part 
(crown) alone, and for the bottom part alone.   Also, ballistic data from 
all 200 helmets wevi combined to allow computation of a Vp50 for each 
of 96 locations in the helmets. 

Of the parameti-cs studied, only thickness was found to have had 
both enough variabili'    among u.nd within helmets and sufficient influ- 
ence on Vp50 to be oi potential value as a replacement for the ballistic 
test.    The use of thickness as an inspection criterion could have many 
advantages over the current Vp50 tejt.    The inspection procedure 
could be nondestructive,  inexpensive, and relatively rapid; also,   100 
percent inspection might be practical. 



Certain key points remained to be studied before a replacement 
of ballistic inspection could be justified.    First, while the relationships 
obtained between thickness and Vp50 were highly encouraging, they 
were not sufficiently strong to justify implementation of the change. 
There were, however, indications that further analyses would reveal 
stronger correlations.   Assuming a sufficiently strong relationship 
existed, two other basic questions would have to be answered regard- 
ing future inspection plans:   where should thickness be measured and 
how should it be measured? 

The current two-phase study is directed at these issues.    Phase 
I had as its objectives (1) further investigation of the Vp50-thickness 
correlation, (2) determination of the most appropriate places to moni- 
tor thickness in a helmet, and (3) the formulation of associated 
inspection plans.    The approach involved, primarily, further analysis 
of data obtained under the earlier contract.    The objectJve of Phase II 
is to develop an effective means for accomplishing the measurements 
in a production situation.    This report describes the procedures fol- 
lowed and results obtained in Phase I of the study. 



SUMMARY 

Analyses of thickness and ballistic data for M-1 helmets indicate 
that the current ballistic acceptance criterion (of a 900 fps ballistic 
limit to . 22 Caliber fragment simulators) can be replaced by an equiv- 
alent acceptance criterion based on helmet thickness.    The change can 
result in a less expensive, more rapid, and nondestructive inspection 
with no decrease in helmet quality and an increase in confidence in the 
inspection.    The above conc'usions are based on data from 200 helmets, 
each taken from a different haat-treatment lot of helmet material. 
Over 19, 000 thickness measurements and data from 8,400 ballistic 
impacts on these helmets were used to provide the required 
information. 

By arranging the data from the 8400 ballistic impacts into 340 
sets of essentially uniform thickness,  it was shown that the ballistic 
limit (Vp5C) is related to thickness (t) of a point on a helmet by the 
linear equatior. 

Vp50 = 57 + 24, 900 t, 

where Vp50 is in feet per second and t is in inches.    The correlation 
coefficient for the data was 0. 98; the standard deviation of Vp50 about 
the above equation was 17 fps.    The versatility of the above equation 
was demonstrated in several ways.   In particular, by using for t th^ 
average thickness of helmets,  the equation provides a good prediction 
of the ballistic limit of helmets.   In fact, it is reasoned that the above 
equation provides a better estimate of the "true" Vp50 of a helmet than 
is normally obtained from actual ballistic tests. 

Having established the value of using thickness as a helmet 
acceptance criterion, questions relating to the details of the inspection 
were addressed.    In particular,  the question of the most effective 
places to be measured was considered at length.    There were open 
several possibilities of spscific measurements that might be made. 
In an attempt to maintain certain aspects of the sense of the current 
ballistic tests, the possibilities were narrowed to either average thick- 
ness of the crown or the minimum thickness of the helmet.    It is rec- 
ommend 3d that both possibilities be left open until we have had an 
opportunity to investigate the relative costs of performing these mea- 
surements.    This will be done early in Phase II. 



It is recommended that inspection by attributes be used when 
implementing thickness as the inspection parameter.    The specific 
plan recommended utilizes an inspection sample of 80 helmets per 
heat-treatment lot.    The lot would be accepted if not more than one of 
the 80 helmets inspected had inadequate thickness; the lot would be 
rejected if two or more helmets were found to be substandard.    The 
operating characteristics of the proposed inspection plan are not iden- 
tical with those of the current ballistic inspection.    In particular,  both 
the producer's and consumer's risks (at the current acceptable quality 
level and limiting quality, respectively) are reduced.   Although the 
differences are not considered significant, the fact that both risks are 
reduced should make the recommended plan acceptable to both the 
helmet manufacturer and the Government. 



BALLISTIC LIMIT-THICKNESS CORRELATION 

Background £ 

An inspection or quality-control procedure usually involves an 
indirect evaluation of the ability of the product to serve its intended 
function.    This is accomplished by measuring a parameter (usually 
referred to as the quality characteristic) the magnitude of which is 
related to the ability of the product to serve its intended function. 
The effectiveness of the inspection depends on the sensitivity of the 
intended function to the parameter inspected, and the reliability of the 
relationship between the two.    These quantities (sensitivity and relia- 
bility) can be expressed in terms of a plot of intended function versus 
inspection parameter.    The sensitivity will be given by the slope of the 
curve of best fit; reliability will be related to the amount of scatter 
about the curve of best fit. 

In the case of the M-1 helmets under consideration, a third 
factor enters.    The "intended function" jf the helmet is not well 
defined.    Current practice,  based largely on experience,  is to use the 
ballistic limit,  Vp50 (for T-37,  .22 C?liber fragment simulators),  as 
a criterion of helmet acceptability.    Because of the difficulty in quan- 
titatively defining the functional requirements of a helmet, any attempts 
to establish a new inspection technique must relate to the Vp50.    In a 
sense,  then, the Vp50 is treated as the intended function of the helmet, 
and the new inspection technique must be rated on the basis of how well 
it describes (or predicts) the Vp50.    This presents additional difficul- 
ties because of certain inherent limitations of the Vp50 when applied 
to helmets, as will be discussed. 

The first step, then,  in finding a new inspection technique lor 
M-1 helmeto is to identify a parameter which bea.-s a sufficiently sen- 
sitive and reliable relationship to the Vp50.    This step was taken in 
our initial study, which, as noted,  indicated that thickness could be a 
suitable parameter.    Thickness appeared to be linearly related to 
Vp50.    The sensitivity of Vp50 to thickneos (i. e., the 3lope of a Vp50- 
thickness plot) was found in our previous study to be about 20 feet per 
second per 0. 001 inch based on Vp50's for all or parts of helmets and 
corresponding average thicknesses.    This was considered to be ade- 
quate sensitivity for an effective inspection tool.    The scatter of data 
on a plot of Vp50 versus average thickness of helmet was greater than 
desirable (the correlation coefficient was about 0, 69).    The study also 



indicated, however, that the correlation could be improved by appro- 
priate selection of the areas in which thickness is measured. 

The first and most crucial step in the study was to see if a more 
reliable correlation between Vp50 and thickness could be established 
from the data of our previous study.    Having established such a corre- 
lation, details of the inspection procedure could be formulated. 

Data Available 

Our earlier study resulted in what may be the most complete set 
of ballistic and property data available on M- 1 helmets.    These data 
provided an excellent basis for studying Vp50-thickness correlations. 
Of particular interest to this effort were a total of 19, 000 thickness 
measurements and 8, 400 pieces of ballistic data for the 200 helmets 
studied.    Each of the helmets was taken from a different heat-treatment 
lot.*   Of the 200 helmets,   30 were manufactured by the McCord Corp. 
and 170 by the Ingersoll Products.    Helmets in this report are identified 
by heat-treatmeiit-lot number.   A number preceded by an M is a 
McCord helmet; a number preceded by an I is an Ingersoll helmet. 

A coordinate system was used to identify the locations at which 
the various measurements were made.    The coordinate system,  shown 
in Figure 1, consisted of five circumferential bands, denoted by 
letters A through E,  32 essentially rectangular zones, denoted by 
whole numbers 1 through 32, and 96 discrete points, three in each 
zone, identified by adding the decimal 0. 1,  0. 2, or 0. 3 (depending on 
its position in a zone) to the zone number. 

The five circumferential bands were formed as follows (see 
Figure 1).    Using as a center the uppermost point of the helmet,  six 
concentric circles were drawn having the following radii measured 
over the helmet surface:   1-1/4 in., 2-1/2 in., 2-3/4 in.,  5 in., 6-1/4 
in., and 7-1/2 in.    These were then divided into the 32 zones by radial 
line, as shown in Figure 1.    Of the three points in each zone,  one 

♦The term "heat-treatment !ot" refers to a group of helment blanks from one heat of 
stee! that were rolled and heat-treated together. Helmets made from one heat-trcatmenl 
lot of blanks normally constitute a day's production of about 5.00C helmets. The helmet 
inspection procedures specified in Military Specification MIL-H-I988E arc based on samples 
taken from each heat-treatment lot. 
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a.    Photograph of Helmet With Zones Laid Out 

b.    Map of Helmet (Zone Numbers Are Circled) 

FIGURE 1.    COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR HELMETS 



(denoted 0. 2) was located at the center of the zone and the other two 
approximately half way from the center to the edge.    The individual 
points were identified as c'ecimals 0. 1,  0. 2,  and 0. 3,  going clockwise 
through the zone, as illustrated for zone 21 in Figure 1(b). 

Thickness was measured at each of the 96 points to ±0. 0001 inch. 
Subsequently, ballistic tests were performed with T-37,  .22 Caliber 
fragment simulaters using the following procedure*: 

(1) The helmets were firmly supported by a positioning 
fixture which allowed rotation of the helmet to assure 
normal impact at any of the 96 identified points. 

(2) One shot was fired into the center (0. 2 position) of each 
of the 32 zones,  starting with the thinnest and progressing 
in the order of increasing material thickness.   After firing 
into the midpoint of each of the 32 zones, additional rounds 
were fired as required to establish the ballistic limits. 
An average of 42 rounds was fired into each helmet. 

(3) The powder load was varied for each round in an attempt 
to produce alternate penetrations and nonpenetrations. 

(4) Penetration was considered to be complete if the impacting 
projectile or any fragment thereof, or any fragment of the 
test panel (helmet) managed to pierce a 0. 02-inch-thick 
2024-T3 aluminum witness plate located 3 inches behind 
the impact point.   An impact was termed a nonpenetration 
if there was no hole made in the helmet.    The term partial 
penetration was used to describe an impact that pierced 
the helmet but not the witness plate.    (Except where other- 
wise not^d, partial penetrations were grouped with non- 
penetrations in computing ballistic limits). 

(5) Records kept included the location of impact point,  impact 
velocity, and a notation as to whether the round was a 
penetration, partial penetration, or nonpenetration. 

Ballistic limits (Vp50) were calculated by averaging the five 
lowest impact velocities resulting in complete penetrations and the five 
highest impact velocities resulting in partial or nonpenetrations, 

*A detailed description of the procedure and the test setup if given in our July 28. 1967 
report. In general, the procedures followed those specified in Military Specification 
MIL-STD-662A, Ballistic Acceptance Test Method for Personal Armor Material. 



provided that the difference between the highest and lowest of these 
ten velocities (termed the "range of mixed results") did not exceed 
125 fps.    If the range of mixed results did exceed 125 fps,  the Vp50 
was taken as the average of the seven lowest penetrating velocities and 
the seven highest nonpenetrating velocities.* 

Correlations Obtained in Previous Study 

Using these data, a ballistic lim.it was calculated for each helmet 
as a whole, for the helmet crown (Bands A,  B,  and C) and for the lower 
portion of the helmet (Bands D and E),    These Vp50's were plotted 
against the respective average thickness and a least-squares regres- 
sion line was calculated.    The equations obtained were (Vp50 in fps 
and average thickness,  t avg., in inches): 

(a) For whole helmets 

Vp50 = 277 + 19,400 t avg. 

correlation coefficient = 0. 69. 

(b) For helmet crowns (Bands A,  B, and C) 

Vp50 = 178 + 21,700 t avg. 

correlation coefficient = 0. 74. 

(c) For lov   r portions of helmets (Bands D and E) 

Vp50 = 357 + 18, 300 t avg. 

correlation coefficient = 0. 70, 

Closer analysis indicated that a much stronger correlation should 
exist between Vp50 and thickness than was indicated by the data of bal- 
listic limit versus average thickness of helmets or portions of helmets. 
To appreciate this,  it is of value to consider in greater detail the sig- 
nificance of the ballistic limit as applied to helmets. 

The concept of a ballistic limit was intended to be applied to 
armor of essentially uniform thickness.    The thickness of M- 1 helmets, 

* This piocedure for calculating Vp50 conforms to Military Specification M1L-STD-662A. 
Ballistic Acceptance Test Method for Personal Armor Material. 

10 



however, is quite nonuniform; typically the maximum thickness in a 
helmet is about 30 percent greater than the minimum thickness (it will 
be shown that this variation corresponds to about a 250 feet per second 
variation in ballistic limit).    Because of the nonuniform thickness, the 
five (or seven) lowest penetration velocities used to compute the Vp50 
almost always were those that impacted the thinner sections and the 
five (or seven) highest nonpenetrating velocities were almost always 
associated with the thicker portions of the helmets.    An interesting 
consequence of this is that the penetration velocities useu to compute 
the Vp50's were generally lower than the nonpenetration velocities. 

The method for computing the Vp50 of helmets is reasonably 
effective in averaging the ballistic limits associated with the various 
thicknesses encountered.    Thus, the Vp50 for helmets tends to 
represent an average for the helmet.    In fact, the average thickness 
of the 10 (or 14) points used in the calculation of Vp50 tends to be 
close to the overall average thickness of the helmet. *   However,  da^a 
for an individual helmet might favor either a hi§ n or a low value of 
Vp50 depending on the locations and velocities oi the particular shots 
fired into that helmet.   As a result, the least-squares fit to a body of 
helmet Vp50 versus average thickness data might be expected to give a 
reasonable description of the Vp50-thickness relationship for the mate- 
rial.    However, the scatter about that line might be unrealistically 
great.   An indication that such might be the case is given by the fact 
that the correlation coefficients associated with portions of helmets 
(upper and lower sections) were somewhat higher than for the whole 
helmet.    This is attributed to the relatively small variation in thickness 
within each of the portions (the crown tends to contain the thinner zones 
and the lower portion tends to contain the thicker zones). 

A more convincing demonstration was provided in our earlier 
study by combining the data from the 200 helmets to allow computation 
of Vp50!s for each of the 96 points. #*   These were plotted against the 
average thickness of the 10 (or 14) points used to compute the Vp50. 
The least-squares line associated with these data had a correlation 
coefficient of 0. 84,    These findings were sufficiently encouraging to 
warrant the further analyses conducted in the current study. 

•The regression line for a plot of helmet average thickness versus average thickness of the points used 
to compute Vp50 indicates that the two values differ by about 0.0003 inch over the entire range 
covered. 

••For instance, all ballistic data pertaining to point 13.2 were collected and a VpC0 calculated. 

11 



New Vp50-Thickness Correlation 

It was desired to take maximum advantage of the large quantity 
of data available to develop a meaningful correlation between ballistic 
limit and thickness.    It was also desired that the V.äO's be represen- 
tative of essentially uniform-thickness conditions, which follows from 
the intended use of the ballistic-limit concept.    The following method 
was employed.    The 8400 pieces of data (impact velocity,  V,  thickness 
of impacted point, t, and a notation as to whether the round penetrated 
(P) or not (N)| were arranged in order of increasing thickness.    The 
distribution of thicknesses for these data is shown in the histogram of 
Figure 2.    Starting with the minimum thickness point (0. 0297 inch), a 
set of data was established that included at least 10 nonpenetrations 
and 10 penetrations.    A second data set was formed by finding the next 
set of data containing at least 10 penetrations and 10 nonpenetrations. 
In this way 340 data sets were formed.    Except for the very first set, 
the thickness range within any data set was less than 0. 0005 inch, with 
all but about 15 sets having thickness ranges of zero or 0. 0001 inch 
(the limit of sensitivity of the thickness measurements).    Thus, the 
objective of having essentially uniform-thickness conditions was closely 
met.    Also, the use of a minimum of 20 points provided a realistic 
amount of data from which to calculate a Vp50. 

Vp50's were calculated using the procedure described earlier. 
An indication of the reliability of the Vp50's so calculated is given by 
the fact that only about one-fourth of the sets had ranges of mixed 
results (difference between maximum and minimum velocities used to 
compute the Vp50) in excess of 125 fps.    The average rangi of mixed 
results for the 340 sets was 104 fps,. 

The calculations were, of course, done by computer.    The data 
print-out included the impact velocities and corresponding thicknesses 
of each of the 10 or 14 points used to compute the Vp50 of each set; the 
average of these thicknesses; and the range of mixed results.    A com- 
puter plot of Vp50 versus thickness for the 340 data sets is given in 
Figure 3.    The correlation coefficient between Vp50 and thickness is 
0. 98 (perfect correlation is given by a coefficient of one).    The least- 
squares regression line is also plotted in Figure 3.    This line has the 
equation: 

Vp50 = 57 + 24,900 t (1) 
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(Vp50 in fps, t in inches).    The standard deviation about the regression 
line is 17 fps.    The correlation achieved lends considerable confidence 
to the use of Equation (1).    Because of the importance of the Vp50- 
thickness relationship to the recommended helmet acceptance cri- 
terion,  steps were taken to further verify Equation (1) and to inves- 
tigate its applicability to helmets. 

The method used to obtain Equation (1) is subject to the criticism 
that the results may have been influenced by the order in which the 
data were fed into the computer.    As noted, the data were first ordered 
by thickness.    Because of the large amount of data, any one data point 
might have been placed in any of several sets.    For example, five 
data sets were formed from the 115 points having a thickness of 0. 0385 
inch.    In establishing the five data sets, the computer dimply sought 
the first combination of at ieast 10 penetrations and 10 nonpenetraiions, 
then the second such combination, etc.    Thus the specific data points 
occurring in any group depended upon the order in which the data were 
fed into the computer; i. e., the arrangement of the punch cards con- 
taining the raw data.    The cards were arranged acco. Jing to helmet; 
all data pertaining to a given helmet were in one group.    The arrange- 
ment within a given helmet was in increasing order of thickness.    Tne 
sequence of helmets was random, 

To check the possibility that the arrangement of raw data influ- 
enced the Vp50-thickness relationship of Equation (1), a subroutine 
was added to the computer program which mixed the data before per- 
forming the ordering by thickness,  set-formation, and Vp50- 
c_?culation functions.    This provided a second correlation involving 
337 data sets.    The results were, for all practical purposes,  identical 
with Equation (1). *   The only significant difference was a somewhat 
lower standard deviation [16. 3 fps for the mixed data compared with 
17.4 fps associated with Equation (1)J. 

Another question that arises is associated with the number of 
data points used per set.    This was investigated by performing the 
calculation ucing sets containing a minimum of 15 penetrations and 
15 nonpenetrations (rather than 10 and 10),    The resulting equation 
was 

Vp50 s 60 + 24,900 t   , (2) 

•Before rounding, the constants in Equation (1) were 

The mixed-data routine gave 

V 50 = 57.397 + 24,921t    . 

Vp50 =57.448 + 24,925 t 
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the correlation coefficient was 0. 98 and the standard deviation 15 fps. 
Equation (2) differs from Equation (1) by 3 fps over the entire range. 
For all practical purposes,  Equations (1) and (2) are identical. 

A somewhat different approach was suggested by Mr.  Charles 
Davis and Mr.  William Curley of Natick Laboratories.    Their approach 
was to establish data sets based on constant thickness independent of 
the amount of data at each thickness value.    Working with the current 
data,  and using thicknesses between 0. 033 and 0. 039 inch, they arrived 
at the equation: 

Vp50 = 56. 7 + 25,000 t (3) 

which differs from Equation (1) by less than 5 fps for the range of 
thicknesses involved. 

The above evidence strongly supports Equation (1) as an effective 
relationship between ballistic limit and thickness for Hadfield steel in 
the condition prevalent in M- 1 helmets.*   The significance of the 
correlation in terms of actual helmet VpSO's is considered below. 

Application to Helmets 

It was noted earlier that the Vp50 of a helmet tends to reflect the 
average thickness u: the helmet.    Stated another way, the Vp50 will 
tend to equal the Vp50 of a sheet of material in the same worked con- 
dition and having a uniform thickness equal to the average thickness of 
the helmet.    We are now in a position to test this statement by com- 
paring the helmet Vp50 versus average-thickness data with Equation (1). 

Figures 4,  5, and 6 are plots of Vp50 versus average thickness 
for entire helmets, helmet crowns (Bands A, B, and C) and lower parts 
of helmets (Bands D and E),  respectively.    Included in the graphs are 
the least-squares fit for the data and a plot of Equation (1) in which t 
is taken as a  »rage thickness of the appropriate part of the helmet.    It 

'It is important to note that Equation (1) applies only to the range of material conditions found in M-l 
helmets.   Our earlier study showed that while the V-50 was not sensitive to variations in the degree of 
cold working within the range encountered in M-l helmets, it could be a function of conditions out- 
side this range.   In particular, annealed helmet blanks were found to have a higher Vp50 than as- 
worked metal in the helmets (after correcting for thickness differences). 
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is seen that Equation (1) provides a reasonable fit in Figures 4 and 5 
(entire helmets and crowns).    The fit is not as good for the lower parts 
of helmets (Figure 6). 

It is important to note that the above comparisons of Equation (1) 
with the least-squares fits to helmet data do not necessarily serve as 
a test of the value of Equation (1).    In fact, the opposite may be true: 
i.e., the degree to which the heJmet Vp50-thickness data fit Equation 
(1) is an index of the quality of the data.    To explain this apparent inver- 
sion,  let us examine further the significance of the ballistic limit con- 
cept aa applied to helmets. 

One can consider that there is a "true" Vp50 associated with any 
given helmet.    The Vp50 c Stained by ballistic testing Is an attempt to 
"measure" this true Vp50 and,  like any measured quantity,  is only an 
estimate of the true value.    By the same token, a helmet Vp5J com- 
puted from Equation (1) using t = average helmet thickness, also pro- 
vides an estimate of the Vp50.    The question is which provides the bet- 
ter estimate, the Vp50 obtained by ballistic testing or the Vp50 
calculated from Equation (1). 

An insight into the relative merits of these two estimates can be 
gained by recalling the earlier discussion of the use of the Vp50-concept 
on material of nonuniform thickness.    On the basis of the data in Fig- 
ure 3 and the high correlation to this data provided by Equation (1),  it 
is reasonable to state that the ballistic limit is linearly related to thick- 
ness, 
of all points on the helmet. 

Thus, the true helmet Vp50 is the simple average of the Vp50's 

The effectiveness of the ballistic test in estimating the true Vp50 
depends upon two conditions (or some fortuitous combination of the two): 
(1) that the 10 (or 14) points entering into tha computation of Vp50 have 
an average thickn JSS equal to the average thickness of the helmet and 
(2) that each of the 10 (or 14) velocities used be the Vp50 of the point of 
impact or they differ from these Vp50's in such a way that the differ- 
ences will average out (e. g., if all penetration shots are 25 fps high and 
all nonpenetration shots are 25 fps low).   As noted earlier, Condition 
(1) was met reasonably closely on the average, although individual hel- 
mets departed from this condition significantly.    An estimate of the 
degree to which the Condition (2) is met was obtained by computing a 
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regression line for helmet Vp50 versus the average thickness of the 10 
(or 14) points used to compute the Vp50,    Such correlation essentially 
assures that Condition 1 is met.    The resulting equation was 

Vp50 = 209 + 21,000 t    . (4) 

The associated correlation coefficient was 0. 79 (compared with 0. 69 
for the correlation based on overall average thickness).    Most of the 
remaining data scatter associated with Equation (4) can be attributed 
to deviations from Condition 2, i. e., the velocities used to compute 
Vp50's for individual helmets were not representative of the Vp50's 
at the points of impact. 

Comparison of Equation (4) with Equation (1) indicates there is 
little difference between the two regression lines over the range of 
thicknesses covered by Equation (4) (0. 035 to 0, 046 inch).    The maxi- 
mum difference in Vp50's computed from the two equations is 15 fps. 

The above evidence indicates that individual values of Vp50 for 
helmets can be either high or low estimates of the true Vp50 with about 
equal probability in either direction.    Reasonable confidence in a hel- 
met Vp50 obtained by ballistic tests can be justified only by averaging 
Vp50's from several "identical" helmets. 

In contrast, consider the estimate of helmet Vp50 obtainable by 
using Equation (1).    Here again there are two principal conditions 
involved:   (1) that the measured average thickness [to De used in Equa- 
tion (l)j is a good estimate of the true average thickness and (2) that 
Equation (1) is,  in fact, valid.    Without expanding on the point,  it can 
be stated that a good estimate of average thickness is relatively easily 
obtainable and, furthermore, the closeness of the estimate to the true 
value can be evaluated statistically.   With regard to the second condi- 
tion, the validity and versatility of Equation (1) has been demonstrated. 

Based on the above,  it is concluded that a better estimate of 
Vp50 for helmets can be calculated from Equation (1) than can be 
obtained by ballistic tests. 
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Further Verification of Ballistic 
Limit-Thickness Correlation 

Although not essential to this discussion,  it is of interest to 
examine an additional correlation which not only lends credence to the 
validity of Equation (1) but provides additional insight into the signifi- 
cance of the ballistic limit.    The ballistic limit is usually considered 
to be that velocity at which 50 percent of impacting projectiles will 
penetrate.    Alternatively, the ballistic limit is sometimes considered 
to be that impact  'eiu^^v at which a projectile will just be stopped; 
i. e., had it impacted at a slightly higher velocity it would have pene- 
trated completely.    It will be recalled that the data taken during the 
ballistic tests included a notation for impacts which made a hole in the 
helmet but not in the witness plate.    These were termed partial pene- 
trations.    There was an average of about six such occurrences on each 
of the helmets tested.    Figure 7 is a plot of impact velocity versus 
thickness for partial penetrations on 43 helmets.    Equation (1) is also 
plotted on the graph.    Although there is considerable scatter,  it is seen 
that Equation (1) provides a good description of the trend of the data. 
It would thus appear justifiable to consider the Vp50 as an estimate of 
the velocity to just stop a projectile. 

Remarks 

The above findings can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Equation (1) (Vp50 - 57 + 24, 900 t) correlates 
ballistic limit versus thickness data for Hadfield 
steel in the condition found in M-1 helmeta with a 
correlation coefficient of 0. 98 and a standard devia- 
tion of 17 fps. 

(2) By using for t in Equation (1) the average thickness of 
a helmet, or any part thereof, a value of Vp5C for the 
helmet (or part thereof) is obtained which ia believed 
to be a better estimate of the "true" Vp50 than cf*n be 
obtained by ballistic testing of helmets. 

These findings lend considerable support and confidence to the 
replacement of the current ballistic inspection by a thickness 
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inspection.    Not only will thickness measurements be easier and less 
costly to perform,  but greater confidence can be placed in the inspec- 
tion.    This is expanded upon in the next section. 

As another consequence, not directly related to inspection,  it is 
now possible to estimate the Vp50 associated with any point on the 
helmet.    An example is given in Figure 8, where"the thicknesses at 
various locations in an "average" helmet have been converted to Vp50 
values using Equation (1).    One possible application of this procedure 
might be to correlate field hej.d injuries with position of the impact 
point.    It might be that a revision in die design could effect a favorable 
change in thickness distribution in helmets. 

24 



Front 

FIGURE 8.    VARIATION OF V50 WITH POSITION IN AN 
AVERAGE HELMET 

V5Ü = Ballistic Limit in fps,  T = Thickness 
in Inches x 10  . 
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APPLICATION OF Vp 50-THICKNESS 

CORRELATION TO HELMET INSPECTION 

Having established the justification for replacing the current 
ballistic inspection of helmets by a thickness inspection, we can now 
address the problem of finding the most appropriate p'acps to measure 
the thickness.    Some of the possibilities include overall average 
thickness,  average thickness of part of the helmet,  minimum thick- 
ness in helmet,  anJ thickness of one or more selected points. 
These choices are narrowed by considerations involved in changing 
from one inspection criterion to another.    These include the 
following: 

(1) It  is   necessary to maintain the level of helmet quality 
currently prescribed by the helmet specification 
(MIL-H-1988E). 

(2) It is necessary to maintain at least the level of con- 
fidence provided by the current inspection. 

(3) It is desirable (but not necessary) to maintain the 
"sense" of the current inspection. 

(4) It is desiiable that the inspection be as simple,  inex- 
pensive, and rapid as possible within the constraints 
of Items 1 and 2 above. 

'')   Maintain Level of Helmet Quality 

To maintain the current lavel of helmet quality (i. e. , protection 
offered by the helmet) requires that there be some relationship be- 
tween the current specification minimum acceptable ballistic limit 
and the proposed minimum acceptable thickness.    The current speci- 
fication requires a helmet ballistic limit of at least 900 fps when 
tested in accordance with MIL-K-1988E.    An obvious way to assure 
that current helmet quality will be maintained is to set a minimum ac- 
ceptable average thickness corresponding to a Vp50 of 900 fps.    Tht 
thickness average would have to be taken over the crown of the helme'. 
since that is the part involved in the current ballistic inspection. 
Other methods are possible.    If, for example,  a strong correlation 
can be established between Vp50 of the whole helmef and that of the 
upper section, the current quality could be maintained by setting an 
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appropriate minimum acceptable ievel of overall average helmet 
thickness. 

Even more freedom in setting a thickness criterion that assures 
maintaining current quality can be gained by considering the basis for 
the 900 fps requirement.    Several years ago,  prior to the institution 
of the currcut ballistic limit, inspection, the Vp50's of 90 presumably 
acceptable helmets were evaluated.    The average of these Vp50's was 
990 fps and the standard deviation among them was 26. 9 fps; the min- 
imum helmet Vp50 obtained was 919 fps.    It was reasoned that hel- 
mets having a ballistic limit within three standard deviations of the 
mean (about 910 fps) would be acceptable.    This value was then 
rounded off to 900 fps.    An analogous method could be used to estab- 
lish a minimum acceptable-thickness value.    Such a procedure would, 
for example,  allow minimum thickness in a helmet to be used as a 
criterion of acceptability.    More will be said about this approach 
later. 

(2)   Maintain Level of Confidence 

There are two aspects to this item.    One relates to the statis- 
tics of sampling and will be discussed in a subsequent section.    The 
other aspect has to do with the relationship of the inspected param- 
eter to the intended function.    It has been noted that the ballistic 
limit of M-l helmets (to T-37,   . 22 Caliber fragment simulators) is 
itself only an indirect index of the intended function of a helmet.    lor 
want of a more direct index, this ballistic limit must be regarded as 
a criterion.    It appears, however, that a more reliable estimate of 
the ballistic limit is provided by thickness measurement than by bal- 
listic testing.    On this basis, it can be presumed that thickness mea- 
surements can provide a greater level of confidence than can the 
current ballistic test. 

(3)   Maintaining the "Sense" of the Current Inspection 

This is a desirable but not a necessary condition.    There is an 
understandable reluctance to change specifications which have served 
satisfactorily for a period of time.    This reluctance can be reduced 
by maintaining at least the sense of the inspection to be replaced. 
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The sense of the current ballistic inspection ^an be carried 
over to a thickness inspection most directly by basing the new inspec- 
tion on the average thickness of the helmet crown (Bands A,  B,  and C 
in Figure 1).    This follows since: 

(a) The current ballistic inspection is limited to 
the crown. 

(b) The helmet Vp50 tends to reflect the average V-50 of 
the area covered by the inspection which, in turn, is 
linearly related to the average thickness of the area 
covered. 

The use of minimum thickness in a helmet as the inspection cri- 
terion might appear to radically change the sense of the inspection. 
However,  it was found that there is a reasonably high correlation be- 
tween minimum and average helmet thickness (correlation coef- 
ficient = 0. 85).    Thus, while inspecting for the average thickness of 
the upper parts of helmets would more closely retain the sense of 
the current inspection, inspecting for minimum thickness would not 
cause a drastic change in sense. 

(4)   Simplicity of Inspection 

Considerations of maintainance of helmet quality and confidence 
in the inspection (Items 1 and 2 above) indicate that the new inspection 
could be based on overall helmet average thickness,  average thick- 
ness of the upper part only, cr minimum thickness in the helmet. A 
consideration for maintaining the sense of helmet inspection leads to 
a preference for measuring the average thickness of the upper part 
of the helmet,  but this does not exclude using minimum thickness as 
a criterion.    A similar conclusion is reachod on the basis of sim- 
plicity of inspection.    Thus,  if an average thickness is to be moni- 
tored,  it would appear simpler to monitor a portion of the helmet 
(such as the crown) rather than the ent.re helmet.    Further simplifi- 
cation would result if the thickness of one or more specific points in 
helmets were found to be closely related to the average thickness. 
The unlikelihood of finding such fixed locations is demonstrated by 
considering the distribution of thickness within individual helmets. 

Examination of histograms of thicknesses in each of a number 
of helmets indicated a wide variety of patterns.    Three examples are 
given in Figure 9.    It is apparent from the dissimilarity of thickness 
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distributions that  relative frequency of occurcnee of a particular 
thickness cannot  be vised as a criterion. 

Nor can any une location be depended upon to give a reliable 
indication o\ either minimum or average thickness.    Figure 10 
shows the frequency of occurrence of minimum thicknesses in vari- 
ous /.ones oi the helmet.    Figure  11 gives the corresponding dis- 
tribution for  maximum thickness.    While the minimum values occur 
almost  exclusively in the upper parts of helmets and the maximum 
thicknesses m the lower parts,   there is a reasonably wide scatter- 
ing of locations of these extremes. 

Because of the  simplicity chat would result from being able to 
measure the thickness at a fixed location,   an examination was made 
at the distribution of points having thicknesses within 0.001 inch of 
the minimum thickness and ±0.0005 inch of the (overall) average 
thickness.    It was reasoned that if a single location could be found 
having a very high probability of being close to either of these quan- 
tities,  the inspection plan might be altered appropriately to account 
for the slight relaxation in rigor.    The distribution of such points is 
shown in Figures  12 and 13.    A maximum of 200 occurrences is 
possible at any owe point.    It is seen that no point has more than 
88 occurrences,  which is not sufficiently high to be of value. 

In view of the above it is concluded that the two most reason- 
able quantities to be monitored in an inspection are the average 
thickness of the helmet crowns and the minimum thickness of hel- 
mets.    Since these are closely related,  the choice between them 
should be made on the basis of which can be most simply monitored. 
Preliminary considerations in that regard tend to favor minimum 
thickness which could utilize a scanning device.    Averaging would 
require,   in addition,  an integration of measurements.    On the other 
hand,  if the device utilizes discrete point measurements,  a better 
estimate can be achieved of average than of minimum thickness.    We 
recommend that the final decision on this matter be left open until 
we have begun Phase II of this study and settled on a particular 
thickness-measuring method.    The inspection plans to be discussed 
here will consider both average thickness of the crown and minimum 
thickness. 

\ < Minimum Acceptable Thickness Levels 

On the basis of the above f;ndings and discussions,  it is recom- 
mended that the current ballistic-testing specification for M-I 
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Front 

FIGURE 10,    LOCATIONS OF MINIMUM THICKNESS 
IN HELMETS 

Zone numbers are circled.    Other 
numbers indicate number of times the 
minimum thickness occurred at that 
position. 
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Front 

FIGURE 11.    LOCATIONS OF MAXIMUM THICKNESS 
IN HELMETS 

Zone numbers are circled.    Other 
numbers indicate number of timt s 
the maximum thickness occurred at 
that position. 
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Front 

FIGURE 12.    LOCATIONS OF POINTS HAVING THICKNESS 
tmin<t<tmin + 0.001 INCH 

Zone numbers are circled.   Other numbers in- 
dicate number of occurrences at that position. 
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Front 

FIGURE 13.    LOCATIONS OF POINTS HAVING THICKNESS 
WITHIN ± 0. 0005 INCH OF AVERAGE 
HELMET THICKNESS 

Zone numbers are circled.    Other numbers in- 
dicate number of occurrences at that position. 
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helmets be replaced witn an inspection based on either average thick- 
ness of helmet crowns or minimum thickness in helmets.   The method 
for establishing lower limits of acceptability on these was discussed 
earlier and will be reviewed briefly here. 

Minimum Acceptable Average 
Thickness of Crowns 

Using Equation (1), the current specification of a minimum 
Vp50 of V00 fps translates to a minimum acceptable average thickness 
of crowns of tavg = 0. 0338 inch.    It is of interest to compare this 
value with one computed on the basis of standard deviations.    Using 
our data, the Vp50 of crowns of the 200 helmets studied had an average 
value of 980. 8 fps and a standard deviation of 49. 96 fps*.    The dif- 
ference between the mean value (980. 8 fps) and the lowest acceptable 
value (900 fps) is 80. 8 fps or 80. 8 + 49. 96 = 1. 617 standard deviations 
from the mean average thickness of crowns.    The mean average thick- 
ness of crowns was 0. 037 inch; the standard deviation of average crown 
thicknesses was 0.00175 inch.    The lower acceptable average crown 
thickness wo.ld then be 

t = 0. 0037 - 1.617x0. 00175 = 0. 0341 inch. 

Thus the minimum acceptable value obtained by standard deviations is 
within 0. 0003 inch of that set on the basis of the Vp 50-thickness rela- 
tionship of Equation (1).    It is recommended that the minimum ac- 
ceptable average crown thickness be set at the rounded value of 
0. 034 inch, if this quantity is to be used as the inspection-quality 
characterization. 

Minimum Acceptable Value of 
Minimum Thickness in a Helmet 

The absolute minimum thickness in a helmet cannot be obtained 
directly from the Vp50-thickness relationship because the Vp50 

* A word of explanation is in order about the distribution of V 50's found in this study and that resulting from 
Natick's study of 90 helmets some years ago.   While the mean values from the two studies are about the 
same, the standard deviation here is almost twice that found in the earlier study.   The difference can be 
attributed to the fact that whereas our 200 helmets represented 200 heat-treatment lots, the earlier 90 hel- 
mets came from only about 15 heat-treatment lots.   In fact, 21 of the 90 helmets tested came from a 
single lot.   Thus, whereas our data represent lot-to-lot variations, the earlier data are more representative 
of withjn-lot variations that would, of course, be expected to be smaller thai, lot-to-lot variations. 
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relates to an average thickness.    To obtain a limit for this quantity it 
is necessary to  use the distribution of minimum thicknesses among 
the 200 helmets.    The mean value was 0. 0345 inch and the standard 
deviation was 0. 0018 inch.    The minimum acceptable value cor- 
responding to 1.617 standard deviations is: 

t - 0. 0345 -  1. 617 x 0. 0018 = 0.0316 inch. 

It is recommended that the single minimum acceptable thickness in a 
helmet be set at 0. 032 inch,  if this quantity is to b° used as the in- 
spection quality characteristic. 

Relationship to Current Thickness 
Specifications 

The current specification for M-1 helmets (MIL-H-1988E, 
9 April  1968) includes thickness measurements as a criterion of 
acceptability.    Paragraph 3.4. 1. 1  specifies that the thickness of 
twelve points1' be measured and that their average be not less than 
0. 033 inch and the minimum measurement be not less than 0. 03 1. 
These criteria are less severe than the thickness criteria proposed 
here.    Consideration of the distribution of minimum thicknesses 
(Figure 10) reveals that there are only about 30 out of 200 chances 
that the minimum thickness will fall in one of the 12 points specified. 
Our recommendations are based on closer estimates of the true 
average or minimum values.    The above differences are not con- 
sidered significant.    In effect,  the current thickness criteria is less 
severe than the current ballistic-limit criteria. 

It should be noted that the proposed inspection will amount to a 
restatement of the current thickness requirements (both as to ac- 
ceptable thickness magnitudes and the means of measurements),   as 
well as an elimination of the current ballistic-testing requirements. 

"The twelve points correspond to the following points in our notation (See Figure 1): 
1.2. 2.2. 3 2, 4.2. 5.2, 6.2, 7.2. 8.2, and the points halfway betwee 9.3 and 10.1, 11.3 
and  12.1. 13.3 and  14.1, 15.3 and 16.1. 
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SAMPLING INSPECTION 

Definition of Terms 

Inspection Lot 

In the present application,   an inspection lot may be defined as a 
group of helmets separated to undergo the acceptance procedure and 
accepted or rejected as a whole by the inspection of a random sample 
containing relatively few helmets.    Each lot should represent,  as nearly 
as possible,   the output of one machine or process during one interval 
of time,  so that all helmets in the lot have been produced under essen- 
tially the same conditions.    Subject to this restriction,   the economics 
of sampling favor using a large lot size. 

Current practice for M-I helmets is to use a heat-treatment lot, 
defined earlier,  as the inspection lot.    An average heat-treatment lot 
consists of about 5000 helmets and normally constitutes a day's pro- 
duction.    Actual lot sizes may vary from about 3000 to 7000 helmets. 
Since all blanks from a heat-treatment lot are from a single heat of 
steel and were all rolled and heat treated together,  it would appear 
reasonable to assume that the heat-treatment lot satisfies the above 
criteria for homogeneity. 

Inspection Sample 

A sample from each lot supplies the information on which the 
decision to accept or reject the lot is based.    It is important that the 
sample drawn from each lot be representative of the quality of that 
lot.    This may be accomplished,  for example,  by assigning each hel- 
met a number and selecting specimens for inspection by using a table 
of random numbers.    Alternatively,  if helmets are arranged without 
regard to their quality,  the sample can be drawn by using a constant- 
interval technique.    For example,  every 50th helmet might be sel- 
ected for inspection.     The necessity for establishing a formal pro- 
cedure to assure that the inspection sample is representative depends 
on the degree to which there is a tendency for systematic within-lot 
variations in quality.    We do not have data available on which to base 
a final judgment in this regard.    It is suggested that the sampling pro- 
cedure currently being used for ballistic inspection be retained when 
implementing thickness as the acceptance criterion. 
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Quality Characteristics 

Quality characteristics are those properties of a unit of product 
(helmet,   for example) mat may be evaluated according to the require- 
ments of a specification or other standard.    Failure to meet require- 
ments with respect to quality characteristics is usually described in 
terms of defectives.     The quality characteristic of interest here is 
either average thickness of helmet crowns or minimum thickness in 
helmets. 

It is usually assumed that the quality characteristic is measured 
without error.    This assumption is frequently unrealistic.    It is 
believed that measurement error in the recommended thickness inspec- 
tion will be small relative to sampling error,  but this has not been 
established conc'usively.    This matter is scheduled for further inves- 
tigation in Phase II of the current program. 

A "lower specification limit" on the quality characteristic (in the 
current case thickness,  denoted t^) must be selected to serve as the 
criterion of acceptability for individual helmets,     Values for tr   weve 
derived previoisly.    If average thickness of th<   crown is used,  t,   will 
be 0. 034 inch; if minimum thickness in the helmet is used,   t-^ will be 
0. 032 inch. 

Accepta.-   e Test 

An acceptance test is a set of rule? for deciding,   on the basis of 
an inspection sample,  whether co accppi or reject the lot froi-.i which 
the sample was drawn.    Values u! the quality characteristic of the 
units in the sample provide the data on which an estimate of the per- 
cent of defective items in the lot is based.*   The lot is accepted or 
rejected depending on whether the e&timated percent defectives is below 
or above an Tcceptable level. 

Two types of acceptance plans,   sampling by variables and sam- 
pling by attributes,  arc of interest here. 

Sampling by Vari .bles.    Sampling inspection by variables can be 
used when (1) the quality characteristic being monitored (thickness, 
for example) can be expressed quantitatively,  and (2) the statistic-1 
distribution of that quality characteristic is known.    If these measure- 
ments follow a normal distribution,  the sampling plans in MIL-STD 414 
"This estimate of percent defectives is not always calculated explicitly; i; is implicit in the calcula- 
tions leading to an accept,reject decision. 
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are applicable.    The current helmet inspection using V' c;0 as the qual- 
ity characteristic utilizes an inspection by variables pld.,. 

The thickness data at hand relate to lot-to-lot variation,  whereas 
the statistical information required to use sampling by variables is for 
within-lot varia'ion.     Thus,   the information required to use sampling 
by variables is not currently available. 

The important advantage of sampling inspection by    ariables over 
sampling inspection by attributes is that,  for any desired degree of 
protection,  fewer helmets have to be inspected to judge the accept- 
ability of the lot.    This advantage is at least partially offset by the cal- 
culations and record keeping associated with sampling by variables 
(see discussion of present inspection plan).    T^e advantage of inspec- 
ting fewer helmets will be relatively unimportant if thickness inspec- 
tion is instituted because of the simplicity with which thickness mea- 
surements can be obtained. 

Sampling by Attributes.    Sampling inspection by attributes can 
be used when the sample unit (a helmet,  for example) can be classi- 
fied simply as defective or nondefective (e  g. ,  the thickness is above 
or below a specified minimum value).    In i uch cases,  the sampling 
plans in MIL-STD 105D are applicable. * 

The important ad vantage of sampling inspection by a'tributes 
over sampling inspection by variables is that no assumptions are re- 
quired concerning the statistical distribution of the quality character- 
istic.    Another advantage is the ease of application of the acceptance 
test.    A lot is accepted if fewer than a specified number of the in- 
spected items are found to be defective,  otherwise the lot is rejected. 

Operating Characteristics 

The consumer is willing to accept all lots having a smaller per- 
cent defective than some specified value.    Since,  however,  the inspec- 
tion plan provider only an estimate of the actual percent defective, 
there is a finite probability that a lot containing more defectives than 
the specified value will be accepted and fhat a lot containing fewer de- 
fectives than the specified value wi'l be rejected.    For a given inspec- 
tion plan the probability of accepting (and,   consequently,   the proba- 
bility of rejecting) a lot can be determined theoretically as a function 
"Battelle has a computer program that can be used to generate sampling inspection plans by attributes 
in addition to those given in MIL-STD 105D. 
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tctual percent defectives in the lot.    A plot of probability of 
ince versus the true percent defectives in a lot is referred to 

of the act 
acceptance versus the true p« 
as an operating characteristic curve ("OC" curve).    There is an OC 
curve associated with any given inspection plan and this OC cui-ve com- 
pletely describes the performance of the plan.    In Military Specifica- 
tions OC curves are selected on the basis of the "acceptable quality 
level" (AQL),  which is defined as the maximum percent defective that 
can be considered satisfactory as a process average. 

A schematic OC curve is shown in Figure 14.    It is customary to 
describe the OC curve by two points,  denoted A and B in Figure 14. 
Point A is associated with the probability a,  called the "producer's 
risk",  of rejecting a lot containing some (small) specified percent 
defective.    The term producer's risk is used since the consumer would 
be willing to accept all lots having a percent defective equal to or less 
than the specified value.    Point B is associated with the probability ß, 
called the "consumer's risk",  of accepting a lot containing a percent 
defective which the consumer considers the maximum acceptable. 

Present Inspection Plan 

The current inspection procedure requires selecting 15 helmets 
from each inspection lot of from 3201 to 8000 helmets,  an«.1 obtaining the 
Vp50 for each by ballistic testing.     The arithmetic mea'i (X) and stan- 
dard deviation(s) of these fifteen Vp50 measurements are next computed 
and used to obtain a "quality index",  defined as Qj^ = (3£ -  900)/s,  which 
in turn is used to obtain an estimated lot percent defective (PL) froi.i 
Table B-5 of MIL-STD 414.    This value of Pj_, is compared with M = 
0, 503,   the maximum allowable percent defective corresponding tu a 
sample size of 15 and an acceptable quality level of 0. 15 percent,  from 
Table B-3 of MIL-STD 414,    The lot meets the acceptability criterion 
if Pj^ is equal to or less than M.    The calculations required in this 
acceptance test procedure are illustrated by Example B-2 in MIL-STD 
414. 

Th« operating characteristics of this sampling plan by variables 
are given by the curve corresponding to sample size Code Letter G and 
accertable quality level 0. 15 percent in Table A-3 of MIL-STD 414. 
This curve indicates that lots with fewer than 0. 15 percent defective 
helmet? will be rejected with a probability no greater than five percent 
(producer's  risk),  and fhat lots with more than 7. 2 percent defective 
helmets will be accepted with a probability no greater than five percent 
(consumer's  risk). 
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Recommended Inspection Plan 

As noted,  inspection by attributes will be more appropriate than 
inspection by variables when  replacing the current ballistic inspec- 
tion by thickness inspection.     In selecting a particular plan it was de- 
sired to (1) use a plan completely described in M1L-STD 105D,  (2) in- 
volve a reasonable sample size,   and (3) adhere as closely as possible 
to the operating characteristics of the current inspection plan (it is 
not possible to find an attributes plan which exactly matches the opera- 
ting characteristics of the variables plan currently being used).     The 
plan described below is based on the above considerations and is 
recommended for adoption. 

Lot Size:   3201 to 10,000 helmets (more specifically,  the 
lot size should be the heat-treatment lot as 
currently used). 

Sample Size:   80 helmets per lot. 

Quality Characteristic and Speci 'ication Limit:   Phase II of 
this study will provide an objective basis for choosing 
one of the two following quality characteristics and 
associated specification limits. 

(1) If the average thickness of a helmet crown is 
equal to or greater than 0. 034 inch,  classify 
the helmet as nondefective; if the average 
thickness of a helmet crown is less than 0. 034 
inch,  classify the helmet as defective. 

(2) If the minimum thickness in a helmet is equal 
to or greater than 0. 032 inch,  classify the helmet 
as nondefective; if the minimum thickness is less 
than 0. 032 inch,  classify the helmet as defective. 

Acceptance Criterion:   If not more than one helmei in the sample 
if defective,   accept the entire lot; if two or more helmets 
in the sample are defective,   reject the entire lot. 

The AQL for this plan is 0.65 percent defective.     The operating 
characteristics of this plan are given on Page 46 of MIL-STD 105D by 
the curve labeled 0. 65 in Chart J and by the entries in the column 
headed 0. 65 in Table X-J-l. 



The ÜC curve for tin- n-commcnck'tl inspection plan is compared 
with tin." OC i'iirw for the current inspection plan in figure  15.     It can 
be seen that the proposed plan gives a higher probability of accepting 
lots basing fewer than -1. I percent defective helmets,   but a  reduced 
probability of accepting lots with more than 4. I portent defective hel- 
helmets. 

As a direct  comparison of the two plans,   it will be recalled that, 
in the current inspection plan there is a 5% producer's  risk of reject- 
ing lots containing 0. 15% defective helmets.    In the  recommended 
plan the probability of rejecting such a lot is only 0.8"'.    Also,   in 
the current plan there is a consumer's risk of 5% that lots containing 
7, L"\\ defective helmets will be accepted.     The probability of accept- 
ing such a lot is only 1.8% in the recommended plan. 

The differences in operating characteristics between the current 
and the recommended inspection plans are not considered significant 
as concerns ultimate helmet quality.    In any event,  the fact that both 
the consumer's and producer's risks are reduced should make the 
recommended plan acceptable to both the helmet producer and the 
government. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The most  significant conclusions of this  study are: 

(1) A strong,   linear relationship exists between Vp50 
(for fragment simulators) and thickness of Hadfield 
steel as found in M-I helmets.     The relationship is 
Vp50 = 57 4 24,900t (Vp50 in fps,   thickness,  t,   in 
inches). 

(2) The Vp50 of a heimet can be computed by substituting 
average helmet thickness for t in the above equation. 
Similarly,  the Vp50 for any portion of a helmet can 
be computed by using the corresponding average 
thickness.     The value of Vp50 so computed is a bet- 
ter estimate of the "true" Vp50 thai, can be obtained 
by ballistic tests on a single helmet. 

(3) Helmet quality,   as currently indicated by a minimum 
Vp50 of 900 fps,  can be maintained if 

(a) the average thickness of helmet crowns is 
no less than 0. 034 inch,  or 

(b) the minimum thickness at any point in a 
helmet is no less than 0. 032 inch. 

Although other criteria could be developed (e. g. , 
average thickness of the entire helmet),  the above 
come closest to maintaining the sense of the current 
inspection. 

Based on the above conclusions and the fact that thickness mea- 
surements are simpler,  more rapid,   less expensive and can be made 
with greater confidence in the results than is the case with ballistic 
testing,  the following recommendations are  made: 

(1)    That the current helmet inspection based on ballistic 
testing with fragment simulators (Paragraph 3.4. 1.3 
of MIL-H-1988E) be replaced by an equivalent inspec- 
tion based on thickness 
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(<?,)   That, the quality characteristic of the new inspection 
be either (a) average thickness of helmet crowns or 
(b) minimum thickness in helmets.    (T'he choice can be 
made primarily on the basis of economics of sampling. 
A specific  recommendation in this regard will be made 
in Phase II of this study.    The lower specification 
limit would be 0. 034 inch if (a) is chosen,   it would 
be 0. 03<d inch if (b) is chosen.) 

(3) The following inspection plan be instituted: 

(a) The current method of selecting helmets for 
sampling be retained 

(b) A sampling by attributes inspection plan be used 

(c) A sample size of 80 helmets per heat-treatrnent 
lot be used 

(d) The lot be accepted if no more than one helmet 
does not meet the thickness requirements; the 
lot be rejected if two or more helmets do not 
meet the thickness requirements 

(4) The current thickness specifications (Paragraph 3.4. 1. 1 
of MIL-H-1988E) be dropped. 

The above inspection plan,  although having slipHly different op- 
erating characteristics than the current plan,   should assure approx- 
imately the same quality helmets without imposing additional 
stringency upon the producer. 
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